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GAUSSIAN ESTIMATES FOR DEGENERATE DIFFUSION

MICHAL CHOVANEC

(Communicated by Matthew J. Gursky)

Abstract. We prove estimates of Gaussian type for the kernel of the semi-
group associated to the operator m�, where m is a positive function which
may vanish at the boundary (and thus the operator may not be strongly el-
liptic). No regularity conditions either on the boundary of the domain or on

the function m are posed. The optimality of the growth condition on m is
discussed.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to investigate kernel estimates for the semigroup
generated by the operator m� on the weighted spaces Lp(Ω, dx

m(x)), 1 ≤ p < ∞.

Here Ω is a bounded open set in R
N and m : Ω → (0,∞) is a bounded measurable

function. Note that throughout the article we pose no regularity condition on ∂Ω.
We shall pose a condition on the function m. This is necessary in order to obtain
a bounded kernel of the associated semigroup (see the remark below the proof of
Theorem 3.1).

In order to get a broader view of the problems considered here we comment on
the operator m�. The operator m� is a particular kind of general second order
elliptic operator in non-divergence form having merely a principal part

(1)
N∑

i,j=1

aij(x)
∂u

∂xi∂xj
.

Here, the coefficients aij take a special form aii(x) = m(x) for i = 1, ..., N and
aij(x) ≡ 0 for i �= j. The operator is isotropic since the coefficients do not depend
on a particular direction.

Note that the operatorm� is elliptic (in the terminology of [10]) since we assume
that m(x) > 0, but we do not assume strict ellipticity (this would require m(x) > ε
for some ε > 0).

The main result of the present paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let Ω be an open bounded subset of RN and m : Ω → (0,∞) be a
bounded measurable function such that 1

m ∈ Lq(Ω, dx) for some q > max{N/2, 1}.
Then m� generates a strongly continuous semigroup on Lp(Ω, dx

m(x) ) for 1 ≤ p < ∞.

There exists a bounded measurable function K(t, x, y) (called a kernel) such that
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for any u ∈ L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) we have the representation

(em�tu)(x) =

∫
Ω

K(t, x, y)u(y)
dx

m(y)
, for a.a. x ∈ Ω.

Furthermore, the kernel satisfies the following bound:

0 ≤ K(t, x, y) ≤ CN̂,q · t
− N̂(q−1)

2q−N̂ e−
|x−y|2

4c̃t for all t > 0,

where the constant c̃ depends only on ‖m‖∞. The constant N̂ is equal to the di-

mension N in case N ≥ 3; otherwise (N = 1, 2) the constant N̂ may be chosen

arbitrarily subject to 2 < N̂ < 2q.

The investigation of Gaussian estimates in the classical setting of the Laplace
operator has been a subject of many papers and is well-documented in the literature.
We refer the reader to [3], [6], [8], [12] and the references therein. On the other
hand, there seems to be comparatively little known about degenerate operators of
the form considered here, since the operator at hand is not strongly elliptic and
has only measurable coefficients. However, for a particular form of the perturbing
function, namely for a regularised version of the distance function and its powers,
basic time estimates for the kernel were obtained in [13]. There, however, the
underlying domain is assumed to be smooth. We stress that we pose no condition
on the boundary of Ω.

We should also mention that estimates for operators of the form mA, where A
is a strictly elliptic second order differential operator, have been considered in [9].
There, however, the condition m > ε > 0 is posed. Thus for a particular case of a
Laplace operator, our result supersedes those in [9].

We comment that a theory of the regularity of boundary points for the operator
m� on the space of continuous functions vanishing at the boundary of Ω was
developed in [2].

We describe the content of the sections. We start in Section 2 by reviewing the
definition of the operatorm� and stating a generation result on weighted Lp-spaces.
We proceed in Section 3 by proving a basic ultracontractive estimate. Section 4 is
concerned with ultracontractivity for the twisted operator, building on the usual
Davies method. Finally, in Section 5, Gaussian estimates for m� are proved. We
should like to comment that the methods used to prove our main result are to a
large extent known; however, they seem not to have been exploited in this depth
previously.

2. Forms on a weighted space

In this section we introduce a general sesquilinear form acting on the weighted
space L2(Ω, dx

m(x) ), where Ω is an open and bounded set in RN andm : Ω → (0,∞) is

a bounded measurable function such that 1
m ∈ Lq(Ω, dx) for some q > max{N/2, 1}.

The space L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) is a Hilbert space where the scalar product is given by

〈u|v〉 =
∫
Ω

u(x)v(x)
dx

m(x)
.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions stated above the space H1
0 (Ω) is dense and

continuously embedded in L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ).
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Proof. We have∫
Ω

|u|2
m(x)

dx ≤
(∫

Ω

1

m(x)q
dx

) 1
q
(∫

Ω

|u|2q′ dx
) 1

q′

≤ cN

∥∥∥∥ 1

m

∥∥∥∥
Lq(Ω)

(∫
Ω

|∇u|2
) 1

2

≤ cN

∥∥∥∥ 1

m

∥∥∥∥
Lq(Ω)

‖u‖H1
0 (Ω) ,

where we used the Hölder inequality and a Sobolev embedding (i.e. Theorem 7.10
or 7.15 in [10] depending on the dimension N). �

On L2
(
Ω, dx

m(x)

)
we define the operator m�2 by

D(m�2) :=

{
u ∈ H1

0 (Ω) : ∃f ∈ L2
(
Ω,

dx

m(x)

)
such that �u =

f

m

}
,

(m�2)u := f.

Note that f
m ∈ L1(Ω) since we have∫

Ω

|f(x)|
m(x)

dx ≤
(∫

Ω

|f(x)|2 dx

m(x)

) 1
2
(∫

Ω

dx

m(x)

) 1
2

.

Thus the identity �u = f
m is well-defined in D(Ω)′. The expression m�2 is purely

symbolic and has to be understood in the sense of the above definition. In fact, in
general �u is merely in D(Ω)′ and m�u cannot be defined as a distribution.

We will understand m�2 as the operator associated to a sesquilinear form.
Let a : Ω → CN×N , b : Ω → CN , c : Ω → CN and a0 : Ω → C be bounded

measurable functions. We also assume the following ellipticity condition on the
matrix a: there exists a constant cE such that

(2) Re
N∑

k, l=1

akl(x)ξkξl ≥ cE |ξ|2

for all ξ ∈ CN and almost all x ∈ Ω.
Then we define a sesquilinear form a by

a(u, v) : =

∫
Ω

∇u(x) · [a(x)∇v(x)] dx+

∫
Ω

b(x) · ∇u(x)v(x) dx

+

∫
Ω

u(x)c(x) · ∇v(x) dx+

∫
a0(x)u(x)v(x)dx(3)

with the domain D(a) = H1
0 (Ω). Here the dot product of twoN -dimensional vectors

w and z is given by w · z : =
∑N

j=1 wjzj .
Since throughout the work we assume the function m to be bounded from above,

we have

Lemma 2.2. L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) is continuously embedded in L2(Ω, dx).

Proof. This follows immediately from the assumption of boundedness (from above)
of m. �

In order to prove continuity of the form a we shall make use of the following
(sectoriality) estimate.
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Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant w which is of the form

(4) w : = ca,N,m

(
‖|b|+ |c|‖2∞ + ‖a0‖∞

)
such that

|Im a(u, u)| ≤ caRe a(u, u) + w ‖u‖2L2(Ω, dx
m(x)

) .

Here ca is a constant depending on the matrix a. It may be chosen as ca : = 3 in
case a equals the identity matrix.

Proof. We estimate

Re a(u, u) = Re

∫
Ω

∇u(x) · a(x)∇u(x) dx+

∫
Ω

Re (b(x) + c(x))Re (u(x)∇u(x)) dx

−
∫
Ω

Im (b(x)− c(x))Im (u(x)∇u(x)) dx+

∫
Ω

a0(x)|u(x)|2 dx

≥ cE

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx− ‖Re a0‖∞
∫
Ω

|u(x)|2 dx

−
√
N(‖Re (b+ c)‖∞ + ‖Im (c− b)‖∞)

∫
Ω

|u(x)∇u(x)| dx

≥ cE

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx− 1

2
cE

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx

−
(
N

cE
(‖Re (b+ c)‖2∞ + ‖Im (c− b)‖2∞) + ‖Re a0‖∞

)∫
Ω

|u(x)|2 dx,

where we used the inequality |2vw| ≤ 1
cE

v2+cEw
2 for v, w ∈ R. We may also write

Im a(u, u) = Im

∫
Ω

∇u(x) · a(x)∇u(x) dx+

∫
Ω

Re (b(x)− c(x))Im (u(x)∇u(x)) dx

+

∫
Ω

Im (b(x) + c(x))Re (u(x)∇u(x)) dx+

∫
Ω

Im a0(x)|u(x)|2 dx

and estimate

|Im a(u, u)| ≤ ‖a‖∞
∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx+ ‖Im a0‖∞
∫
Ω

|u(x)|2 dx

+
√
N(‖Re (b− c)‖∞ + ‖Im (b+ c)‖∞)

∫
Ω

|u(x)∇u(x)| dx

≤ (‖a‖∞ +
1

2
)

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx

+ (N ‖Re (b− c)‖2∞ + ‖Im (b+ c)‖2∞ + ‖Im a0‖∞)

∫
Ω

|u(x)|2 dx.

Combining the estimates for Re a(u, u) and Im a(u, u) we obtain

|Im a(u, u)| ≤ caRe a(u, u) + ca,N

(
‖|b|+ |c|‖2∞ + ‖a0‖∞

)∫
Ω

|u(x)|2 dx.

The last estimate and Lemma 2.2 conclude the proof. �

Remark 2.4. We point out here the fact that the proof of Lemma 2.3 follows the
usual proof, valid in the non-weighted setting. What is important here is only the
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validity of the embedding L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) ↪→ L2(Ω, dx) guaranteed by the assumption

of boundedness from above the function m.

Remark 2.5. Since it will be useful later, we note that in the course of the proof of
Lemma 2.3 we also obtained the estimate

(5)

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx ≤ caRe a(u, u) + w ‖u‖2L2(Ω, dx
m(x) )

.

We see from the results above that if we define in L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) a form

(6) aw(u, v) : = a(u, v) + w〈u, v〉L2(Ω, dx
m(x) )

with D(a) : = H1
0 (Ω),

then aw is a densely defined, accretive, closed and continuous sesquilinear form in
L2(Ω, dx

m(x) ) (the continuity is seen by applying the well-known Schwarz’s inequality;

see Proposition 6.1 in the Appendix). Therefore, by the theory of sesquilinear forms
(see e.g. Chapter I in [12]), there exists an associated operator1 Aw which is the
generator of a contractive C0-semigroup on L2(Ω, dx

m(x) ).

For the sake of reference we summarise what we have done in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.6. Let Ω be a bounded open subset of RN and m : Ω → (0,∞) be a
bounded measurable function such that 1

m ∈ Lq
(Ω, dx) for some q > max{N/2, 1}.

Let
a : Ω → C

N×N , b : Ω → C
N , c : Ω → C

N and a0 : Ω → C

be bounded measurable functions such that (2) holds. Define a(·, ·) by (3). Then
there exists w ∈ R+ such that aw(·, ·) defined by (6) is a densely defined, accretive,
closed and continuous sesquilinear form in L2(Ω, dx

m(x) ). The associated operator

Aw is the generator of a contractive C0-semigroup on L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ). The constant w

may be chosen to be of the form

w : = ca,N ‖m‖∞
(
‖|b|+ |c|‖2∞ + ‖a0‖∞

)
.

We shall now see that in the case a ≡ I and b ≡ c ≡ a0 ≡ 0 (in which case
we may take w = 0) the operator A0 equals −m�2 (with the Dirichlet boundary
condition).

In fact, for u, f ∈ L2
(
Ω, dx

m(x)

)
we have by definition,

u ∈ D(A) and −Au = f if and only if

a(u, v) = −
∫
Ω

f(x)v(x)
dx

m(x)
for all v ∈ V.

Taking v ∈ D(Ω), this implies that �u = f
m . Hence u ∈ D(m�2) and (m�2)u = f.

Conversely, if u ∈ D(m�2) and (m�2)u = f , then �u = f
m in D(Ω)′. Since

u ∈ H1
0 (Ω), this implies that∫

Ω

∇u(x)∇v(x) dx = −〈�u, v〉 = −
∫
Ω

f(x)v(x)
dx

m(x)

for all v ∈ D(Ω). Since D(Ω) is dense in V it follows that u ∈ D(A) and Au = f .
We shall use the general theory of this section (i.e. non-zero b, c and a0) to prove

Gaussian estimates via the twisted form.

1We shall denote by A : = A0 the operator associated to the (unshifted) form a(·, ·).
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3. The twisted form

We start this section with the following ultracontractivity estimate. For clarity
of exposition we formulate the result separately for dimensions N = 1 and N = 2.

Theorem 3.1. a) Let Ω be a bounded open set in R
N , N ≥ 3, and m : Ω → (0,∞)

such that 1
m ∈ Lq(Ω) for some q > N

2 . Then the semigroup em�t is ultracontractive.
Moreover, there exists c > 0 s.t.

(7) ‖em�tf‖∞ ≤ c · t−
N(q−1)
2(2q−N) ‖f‖L2(Ω, dx

m(x)
)

for all f ∈ L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) and all t > 0.

b) Let Ω be a bounded open set in R
N , N = 1 or N = 2, and let m : Ω → (0,∞) be

such that 1
m ∈ Lq(Ω) for some q > 1. Then the semigroup em�t is ultracontractive.

Moreover, for each α > 1
2 there exists a constant cα such that

(8) ‖em�tf‖∞ ≤ cα · t−α‖f‖L2(Ω, dx
m(x)

)

for all f ∈ L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) and all t > 0.

For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need the definition of a submarkovian semigroup
and a characterisation of ultracontractivity for such semigroups.

Consider a Borel measure η on Ω. A (bounded linear) operator S on L2
(
Ω, dη

)
is called submarkovian if f(x) ≤ 1 a.e. implies Sf(x) ≤ 1 a.e. This is equivalent to
saying that S is positive and

‖Sf‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖∞ for all f ∈ L2
(
Ω, dη) ∩ L∞(Ω, dη).

To say that a semigroup eAt is submarkovian means that each eAt, t ≥ 0, is sub-
markovian.

We have the following characterisation of ultracontractivity.

Theorem 3.2. Let eAt be a submarkovian semigroup on L2(Ω, dη). If μ > 2, then
a bound of the form

(9) ‖eAtu‖∞ ≤ ct−
μ
4 ‖u‖L2(Ω,dη)

for all t > 0 and all u ∈ L2(Ω, dη) is equivalent to a bound of the form

(10) ‖u‖2
L

2μ
μ−2 (Ω,dη)

≤ c2a(u, u)

for all u ∈ D(a).

Proof. See e.g. [6], Theorem 2.4.2. �

Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we comment that the semigroup em�t is submarko-
vian. This is easily checked using the well-known Beurling-Deny criteria. See [2]
for details (cf. also the footnote at the end of this section).

Define N̂ : = N if N ≥ 3; otherwise let N̂ > 2 be arbitrary subject to the

condition N̂ < 2q. We check (10). Take u ∈ D(a) = H1
0 (Ω), set μ : = 2N̂(q−1)

2q−N̂
and
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estimate

‖u‖2
L

2μ
μ−2 (Ω, dx

m(x)
)

=

[∫
Ω

|u(x)|
2μ

μ−2
dx

m(x)

]μ−2
μ

≤
[(∫

Ω

dx

m(x)q

) 1
q
(∫

Ω

|u(x)|
2μq′
μ−2 dx

) 1
q′
]μ−2

μ

= c(m, N̂, q) ·
(∫

Ω

|u(x)|
2N̂

N̂−2 dx

) 1
q′

μ−2
μ

N̂−2

2N̂
2N̂

N̂−2

= c(m, N̂, q)

(∫
Ω

|u(x)|
2N̂

N̂−2 dx

)2
(N̂−2)

2N̂

≤ c̃(m, N̂, q)

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx = c · a(u, u),

where Hölder’s inequality, the equality μ−2
μ

q−1
q

N̂
N̂−2

= 2q(N̂−2)

2N̂(q−1)

q−1
q

N̂
N̂−2

= 1, and a

Sobolev inequality (i.e. Theorem 7.10 or 7.15 in [10] depending on the dimension
N) were used. We conclude the proof by applying Theorem 3.2. �

At this point we should comment that in dimensions larger than two the con-
dition q > N

2 is in this generality (arbitrary bounded domains) optimal (up to ≥
possibly). That is, for any q < N

2 there exist a domain Ω and a function m with
1
m ∈ Lq(Ω) such that the kernel of the semigroup em�t is not bounded. See [5] or

[4] for details. Thus we shall assume 1
m ∈ Lq(Ω) for some q > N̂

2 in the rest of the
paper.

Our goal here is to obtain a Gaussian estimate for em�t. In order to do so, we
use the Davies method. Fix x0 ∈ Ω, a ∈ R

d with ‖a‖ = 1 and define

φ(x) = φx0,a(x) := 〈x− x0, a〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the usual scalar product in R

d.
Introduce the form

aλ(u, v) := a(eλφu, e−λφv) for u, v ∈ H1
0 (Ω).

The form aλ satisfies the assumptions of Section 2 with

b(x) : = −λ∇φ(x),

c(x) : = λ∇φ(x),

a0(x) : = −λ2〈∇φ(x),∇φ(x)〉.
We also note that the adjoint form to aλ looks the same as aλ only the roles of b
and c interchange.

The constant w in Lemma 2.3 is of the form wλ = c̃ · λ2, where c̃ depends only
on N and ‖m‖∞. Therefore, if we denote by Aλ the operator associated with aλ,
we have ∥∥eAλt−wλt

∥∥
L(L2(Ω, dx

m(x) ))
≤ 1.

Here L(X) denotes the space of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X
equipped with the usual norm.

Now we investigate under which assumption we may obtain a contractive semi-
group on L∞(Ω, dx

m(x) ). There are well-known criteria for L∞−contractivity, which
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may be expressed in terms of the associated form (see e.g. paragraph 4.3 in [12]).
In particular, from Corollary 4.8 in [12], we see2 that upon choosing

w∞,λ := λ2|∇φ(x)|2 + λ�φ(x) = λ2 ‖a‖2 + 0 = λ2

we have ∥∥eAλt−wλ,∞t
∥∥
L(L∞(Ω, dx

m(x) ))
≤ 1.

By interpolation we get∥∥∥eAλt−max (wλ,wλ,∞)t
∥∥∥
L(Lp(Ω, dx

m(x)
)
≤ 1 for any p ∈ [2,∞] .

Since an analogous estimate also holds for the adjoint form a∗λ, we finally obtain by
duality

(11)
∥∥eAλt−wλt

∥∥
L(Lp(Ω, dx

m(x)
)
≤ 1

for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ with wλ := c̃λ2, where c̃ is a constant larger than (or equal to)
one and otherwise depending only on ‖m‖∞.

4. Ultracontractivity for the twisted form

We start with the estimate

(12) ‖u‖2
L

2μ
μ−2 (Ω, dx

m(x) )
≤ c1

∫
Ω

|∇u(x)|2 dx,

where μ := 2N̂(q−1)

2q−N̂
and N̂ := N in case N ≥ 3 and N̂ is arbitrary subject to the

condition 2 < N̂ < 2q in cases N = 1 or N = 2. The estimate (12) was obtained in
the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We now prove a hypercontractive estimate for the twisted semigroup.

Theorem 4.1. For the semigroup Aλ and for wλ defined in (11) we have∥∥eAλt−wλt
∥∥
L2→Lη ≤ c2t

− 1
2 for all t > 0,

where η := 2μ
μ−2 and L2 → Lη denotes the norm of a linear operator from L2(Ω, dx

m(x) )

to Lη(Ω, dx
m(x) ).

Proof. Combining (12) and (5) we have

‖u‖2Lη(Ω, dx
m(x)

) ≤ c2(Re aλ(u, u) + wλ〈u, u〉m),

where 〈·, ·〉m denotes the scalar product on L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ).

2Strictly speaking, the setting in [12] is non-weighted; however, the result remains true for the
weighted Lp-spaces because the underlying form is the same. This has been explicitly computed
and confirmed in [4]; it is stated as Corollary 2.2.4 there.
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Define S(t) := eAλt−wλt. Then ‖S(t)‖Lη→Lη ≤ 1, and for f ∈ L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ) ∩

Lη(Ω, dx
m(x) ) we have

c−1
2 t ‖S(t)f‖2Lη(Ω, 1

m(x)
) = c−1

2

∫ t

0

‖S(t)f‖2Lη ds = c−1
2

∫ t

0

‖S(s)S(t− s)f‖2Lη ds

≤ c−1
2

∫ t

0

‖S(s)f‖2Lη ds ≤
∫ t

0

Re aλ(S(s)f, S(s)f) + wλ〈S(s)f, S(s)f〉m ds

=

∫ t

0

−1

2

d

ds
‖S(s)f‖2L2(Ω, dx

m(x)
) ds =

1

2

(
‖f‖22 − ‖S(t)f‖22

)
≤ 1

2
‖f‖2L2(Ω, dx

m(x)
) .

Since such functions f are dense in L2(Ω, dx
m(x) ), the conclusion of the theorem is

proved. �

Now by a well-known procedure we may prove ultracontractivity for the twisted
semigroup.

Theorem 4.2. There exists a constant c3 independent of λ such that∥∥eAλt−wλt
∥∥
L2→L∞ ≤ c3 · t−

μ
4 for all t > 0.

Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to Lemma 6.1 in [12]. �

Since an analogous theorem may be proved for A∗
λ (the corresponding form is of

the same type; only the coefficients b and c are interchanged), we obtain by duality:

Theorem 4.3. There exists a constant c4 independent of λ such that∥∥eAλt−wλt
∥∥
L1→L∞ ≤ c4 · t−

μ
2 for all t > 0.

This is equivalent to the following estimate for the kernel Kλ(t, x, y) of the semi-
group eAλt:

|Kλ(t, x, y)| ≤ c4 · t−
μ
2 · ec̃λ2

for all t > 0.

The constant c̃ depends only on ‖m‖∞.

Proof. The first part of the theorem has been proved above. The second part follows
from the well-known Dunford-Pettis theorem (see e.g. [1]). �

5. Gaussian estimates for m�
In order to prove Gaussian estimates we need to estimate the kernel of the oper-

ator e−λφem�eλφ, where φ = φx0,a is the smooth function defined in the middle of
Section 3. However, the associated form to this operator is the form aλ investigated
in the previous two sections. Therefore we have by Theorem 4.3:∥∥e−λφem�eλφ

∥∥
L1(Ω, dx

m(x) )→L∞(Ω, dx
m(x) )

≤ c4 · t−
μ
2 · ec̃λ2t for all t > 0.

This implies an estimate for the kernel K(t, x, y) of em�:

0 ≤ K(t, x, y) ≤ C · t−
μ
2 · ec̃λ2t+λ(φ(x)−φ(y))

for all t > 0.
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Setting λ := φ(y)−φ(x)
2c̃t and then optimizing over a in the definition of φ we finally

obtain the bound

0 ≤ K(t, x, y) ≤ C · t−
μ
2 e−

|x−y|2
4c̃t for all t > 0.

We summarize in the main theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let Ω be an open bounded subset of RN and m : Ω → (0,∞) be a
bounded measurable function such that 1

m ∈ Lq(Ω, dx) for some q > max{N/2, 1}.
Then we have the following estimate for the kernel K(t, x, y) of the operator em�t:

0 ≤ K(t, x, y) ≤ CN̂,q · t
− N̂(q−1)

2q−N̂ e−
|x−y|2

4c̃t for all t > 0,

where the constant c̃ depends only on ‖m‖∞. The constant N̂ is equal to the di-

mension N in case N ≥ 3; otherwise (N = 1, 2) the constant N̂ may be chosen

arbitrarily subject to 2 < N̂ < 2q.

6. Appendix

Proposition 6.1. Let a be a sesquilinear form on a Hilbert space H. If there exists
a constant c such that

|Im a(u, u)| ≤ cRe a(u, u), ∀u ∈ D(a),

then the inequality

(13) |a(u, v)| ≤ (c+ 1)
√
Re a(u, u)

√
Re a(v, v)

is valid for all u, v ∈ D(a).

Proof. See p. 310 in [11]. �
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